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Clockwise, from 

left: Clay finds 

a good starting 

spot on the track. 

Louis pulls Cujo, 

diesel edition. 

Kimberly and 

her finacé, Sam 

Gates, fuel up the 

alcohol version. 

Louis behind the 

parts desk at 

Haney Equipment, 

which has been in 

business for more 

than 40 years.

from stuf I had. I’m not going out and 

buying it,” he says.

Louis still pulls with the classic diesel 

version, but Leon says eventually they 

will phase it out and run only the alcohol 

machine. It makes good economic sense, 

especially when it comes to parts. fle 

fuel system in a diesel tractor can run 

into the tens of thousands, while an 

alcohol fuel pump runs around 1,200 

bucks. Leon pulls a rod from his stocked 

shelves. “Feel that,” he says. “flese 

aluminum parts for the alcohol machine 

are light and cheap,” he says, adding 

that billet rods and pistons for the diesel 

engine cost four times as much.

fle alcohol machine has its 

disadvantages, though. Fuel is a trade-of. 

fle Haneys can run the diesel for three 

weekends on 5 gallons of fuel, while the 

alcohol version burns 5 or 6 gallons in one 

15-second run. “We’ll take two 55-gallon 

drums of fuel on the road for a weekend 

with the alcohol version,” he says.

And the alcohol engines can be Tckle. 

“We can be preffy sure the diesel is gonna 

run,” says Leon. “But we can wag this 

thing around all summer,” he winces, pointing to the alcohol 

version, “and you never know ...” 

tiny tanner isn’t even officially a town. It’s an 

unincorporated community in Limestone County, a spot in the 

road not far from Interstate 65 between Athens and Decatur. It 

does have a high school, and a football teamtthe Rafflerstthat 

gets mean and strikes on fall Friday nights. 

A football game here might draw several hundred; a thousand 

or more if a rival comes calling. Tonight, though, Tanner’s 

population is somewhere near 6,000, most of them packed into 

the bleachers. flat makes Louis Haney smile. Over the years, 

the pull has raised more than $750,000 for the school’s athletic 

program. Haney Equipment helps sponsor the pull, and even 

feeds the pullers at a barbecue lunch the day of the event.

fle pit area is between the small stadium and the high school 

campus, and spectators will occasionally wander back to take a 

gander at the machines. Leon’s class is Trst up tonight, so he’s 

already strapped into the harness and geffing Cujo Unleashed 

in line. Pullers wear thick track suits and Tre-resistant NOMEX 

hoods underneath their helmets. It’s July in Alabama, so the heat 

is intense, even at dusk. At trackside, it’s blistering.

So Leon is happy to be pulling Trst tonight. Clay helps 

Leon spy a good starting point on the track, and both Clay and 

Kimberly are trackside for the pull.

fle Trst run for Cujo Unleashed doesn’t go too well. It shuts 

down about a third of the way down the track. Cujo Unleashed is 
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